Tutorial: CANVAS 101 Part 2 (post exploit commands, bouncing)
In our last full length tutorial we went through some of the basics of CANVAS, adding and selecting
hosts and launching remote exploits against them. Today's tutorial is going to focus on post exploit
commands and using an already compromised host to attack another (bouncing).
At the end of this tutorial you will be able to:
● Run post exploit commands on a node
● Develop a simple methodology to expand your access
● Bounce between hosts
Introduction
We're going to pick up where we left off last time, we'll assume we have a win32 node that we've
compromised with MS08-067 and our CANVAS node management tree looks like this:

Looking at this graph you should immediately notice that my win32 node is highlighted, this means
that I'm telling CANVAS I want to take actions from the perspective of that node. So all the actions that
we take will happen on this win32 node with the IP of 192.168.1.102. All I did to make this happen in
CANVAS is left click on the host, presto!

Post Exploit Commands
The first thing you should do is familiarize yourself with some of the post exploit commands you have
available. To do this just expand the commands menu in the modules section of CANVAS, highlight a
module by clicking on it then click the exploit description tab. That will tell you more about the module
and you can get an idea of what CANVAS is readily capable of, we'll touch on a few of those modules
here.
When approaching any pen-test you should have a process for what you do if you gain access to a
target. From a high level you can break out most processes fairly simply: step 1) obtain proof you were
there and step 2) use that host to expand your access further into the network (if allowed).
So the first thing we need to do is run the screengrab module, to do this just either search for or browse
to the screengrab module within the commands module section. Double click the module and you're
presented with the following screen:

Simple enough! Since we already know this is a win32 node we've got no options to worry about. What
screengrab does is simply take a screenshot and ship it back to you across the wire. This task is a bit
complex to accomplish in memory (remember we haven't touched the disk) so it will take a few
seconds to complete, another factor worth mentioning is that the image comes over the wire as a .bmp
which can grow to be quite large. For my desktop the file was 3.7mb! Once the module has completed
we see that we're now able to open the screenshot by clicking on the screenshots button in the upper
right hand corner, which then presents us with:

From there we can simply double click the file name to have it open automatically. In the interests of
space here's a link to the screenshot itself: it has been converted into a PNG.
That's pretty interesting, we can see someone is actively using this machine to browse to another host at
192.168.1.105. We'll keep that in mind for later, but first lets find out a bit more about this host. For
starters lets find out what it thinks its host name is, to do that we just double click on the
computername module within the commands section. It takes no arguments so we just run it and enjoy
the output.

Ok, cool. This is good to note for our records. Let's see what this box is running, to do that we'll run the
ps module also found within the commands section. If you're familiar with Unix you'll recognize this
command pretty quickly, all it does is list the running processes. Again this takes no arguments so we'll
just run it and see what our output is.

This all looks pretty standard, nothing unexpected. Seeing some VMWare related processes running as
well as our earlier result from checkvm we can reliably conclude that this is a virtual machine. Even
though the processes look fairly generic sometimes things can be deceiving, so lets check out what
services are running. To do this we'll run the enumservices module from within the commands section,
this module also takes no arguments so all we need to do is run it.

Quite a bit of output but as we expected nothing too unusual. Now we can conclude that this VM is
probably in use for testing of some variety, we could browse around the filesystem a bit to see if there's
anything to pique our interest but that's for another tutorial. The next step is trying to use this host to
expand our access to other hosts, to do that we'll run the getpasswordhashes module from within the
commands section. We can use the hashes in a pass the hash style attack or to send offline to our
password cracking cluster (of PS3s, naturally). This module also have any arguments to run so all we
have to do is double click it and go.

Turns out that we don't need our cluster of PS3s after all, you should immediately recognize the
administrator hash here as being the value for a blank password. Privacy and confidentiality concerns
aside, googling for hashes can be surprisingly effective if you want to cut down on the number of
hashes to crack for your cluster. Other useful tricks to try in this case: grab the dnscache (see module
getdnscache), do a netstat, look at the arp cache. But for now we'll say we've looked at this host
enough.
Bouncing between hosts
We've still got that host we discovered from the screenshot, we also know that the host we've already
compromised can talk to the host we're now interested in which might save us some time. So let's set
this host to be a bounce point to attack the new host. The first thing we'll do is right click on that host,
at the bottom of the right click menu is all the interfaces on that host. We can see the standard loopback
as well as the host's ethernet interface, expanding that menu will allow us to set that interface as our
callback.

This means that any exploits we run from this node against other hosts will have the newly exploited
host connect back to it. Here's a quick idea of how the command and control channel works:

Now we'll add the new host to CANVAS using the add host button in the upper left hand corner of the
screen. Our CANVAS window now looks like this

The important thing to note here is up at the top, our callback is set to be the host we've already
compromised and the target is set to be the new host. Since we don't know much about that host yet
other than it appears to speak SMB, let's run the osdetect module through our compromised node. Since
we've already told CANVAS to run things through our win32 node all that's left is to browse or search
for osdetect and run it.

Because we have the additional overhead of writing then shipping all the x86 assembly required to
complete osdetect over the wire to our compromised host, osdetect will take a little while to complete.
But the results are in and we see that this host is a Windows XP box. Let's see if we can use DCEDump
to enumerate some RPC endpoints for us. To do this we simply browse or search for dcedump and run
the module with the standard arguments.

Well no such luck, but we expected that given osdetect's service pack assessment for the remote host.
Let's see if we can enumerate some things with the ifids module. I'm going to supply some of my own
arguments here. We should be able to talk to the \browser named pipe, so lets give that a go. My
arguments look like this:

Ok let's run it and see what happens

Excellent! Now that we've found out a bit of information about our host we can say that it's a good
candidate to run MS08-067 against. To do that we just browse or search for the module as we did in the
last tutorial and run it.

Sure enough we've got a new node! We were able to accomplish all this without ever actually having to
talk directly to the host at 192.168.1.105, everything we accomplished was via the compromised host at
192.168.1.102.
Conclusions
In the next tutorial we'll look at interacting with the commandline via the GUI and also launching
clientsides using our httpserver module.
Resources for Further Thought
● As always Immunity offers training on all of the concepts outlined here
● Stealing the Network: The Collector's Series by a whole bunch of people is now out in one
volume. I bought most of these books when they came out and they were pretty entertaining
(except how to own an identity :[ ) so you might enjoy them as well. Be forewarned though,
security dweebs don't always write compelling fiction.
● This week's tutorial was brought to you by Dinosaur Jr.

